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Introduction

• Iatrogenic withdrawal= ‘brought forth by healer’
• Analgesics and sedatives

• How to achieve optimal weaning?
• Heterogenous population, difficult to study

• Model available data, then simulate ‘what if’ 
scenarios
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Pharmacometrics 1.0

Concentration EffectDose

• Concentration important ‘tool’ to predict effect
• Especially in children

• Dose  concentration well characterized, concentration  effect 
often unknown
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Clinical data

• Observation study (Ista et al.)
• Sophia Children’s hospital in Rotterdam
• N=81 patients, 1 month to 17 years old
• Drug administration history during intensive care stay

• Data: 1782 withdrawal assessments
• Nurse score withdrawal severity (0 – 10) 

• Problem: no concentration data
• Ethical contraints for blood sampling in children
• Patients receive multiple drugs simultaneously
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Solution: use existing models

Morphine

Fentanyl

Ketamine

Methadone Midazolam Lorazepam

Propofol

Clonidine
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How to model withdrawal symptoms?

Existing models to link concentration to effect failed!

Concentration WithdrawalDose
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Illustration withdrawal model

Withdrawal dynamics quantified for:
morphine, ketamine and fentanyl

Cdependence

Cplasma

Kdependence

Withdrawal risk
(NRSwithdrawal>3)

Cplasma
Cdependence
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Explore weaning strategies (morphine)

No weaning Weaning
(3 weeks)
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Slow but steady wins the race for fentanyl?

Small weaning steps 
every 24h

Large weaning steps 
every 48h

• Lower peak withdrawal 
with more frequent but 
smaller steps for fentanyl

• Fentanyl reported to be 
more likely to cause 
withdrawal compared to 
morphine
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Discussion

• Available literature models allowed pharmacometric 
modelling despite lack of concentration data

• Applications to real-world data?

• New model able to link drug concentration profiles to 
withdrawal risk in children

• Simulations generating new clinical hypotheses on optimal 
weaning strategies

Goulooze et al. 2021 May 17;23(4):71. doi: 10.1208/s12248-021-00586-w. 
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Do we always need concentration data? 
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Truncated Poisson

• Markovian probability 
inflation to account for 
correlations of subsequent 
observations
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Diagnostics

Panels A and C compare 
observed (light grey) vs 
simulated (dark grey) data.
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Iatrogenic withdrawal symptoms


